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I was 10 when I first began to experiment with writing. It was an epiphanous moment, while composing 
stories about Willy (the Australian mascot for the 1984 LA Olympics)—not only could I read stories 
written by others, but I could write my own. My first was an epic about a yellow dog who lived on a farm 
(scribed on a cheap note pad Mum used for her shopping lists). I still have a small amount of  regret that 
I never quite got around to writing the scene featuring the windmill, because our farm didn't have one.
 When I was pregnant, I discovered the power of  narrative in a brand new way: this was the 
transformative and connective energy of  personal narrative in a shared, witnessed space. In simpler 
terms, this was women sitting in circle telling stories of  their lives in raw, honest and vulnerable ways. 
The magnetism of  those stories lead me into my first publishing experience, as editor of  Down to 
Birth magazine, which ultimately lead me down rabbit holes as an editor and publisher of  fiction, while 
sharpening my own fiction writing (which lead me down different rabbit holes of  horror, dystopias and 
science fiction where I was fascinated by the intersection of  technological advancement and how it 
changed what it meant to be human). 
 These different threads of  writing and authorship collided a few weeks after my 40th birthday 
when I realised I had the power to rewrite any of  the stories my identity was based in. I could choose the 
lenses through which I viewed the world and shaped my reality, and who I wanted to be in them. At the 
centre of  this, was a story not originally written by me, but one I had contributed to, unknowingly for the 
most part, through both conscious and subconscious recitation: I am a victim of  rape; I am a survivor of  
sexual violence. I had kept it relevant with those “I am” statements, despite desperately not wanting to 
be defined by that trauma. Rewriting the foundation story of  my sexual identity was profound, because 
after more than two and a half  decades of  trying unsuccessfully to heal the sexual trauma at the heart 
of  that identity, of  going around in circles, commanding authorship and rewriting that core story, opened 
avenues for the real healing I had longed for. 
 It is no surprise that my years-long personal dalliance with tarot became the pulsating heart 
of  my spiritual awakening in 2015, alongside an epic tumble into a shamanic type of  meditation. And not 

too surprisingly, it was all wrapped up in narrative. Quite early on, I was pushed to read for others after 
only reading for myself  for more than a decade. It was easy for me to use a narrative framework and 
sensibility for tarot, because as a professional editor, it was applying skills I had elsewhere, to a different 
form of  storytelling. It freed me to not have to memorise the myriad of  nuances in a deck of  cards. I’d 
always seen tarot as a space for a shared dialogue, and a narrative framework was perfect for this: what 
is your old story? What could your new story? After all, I knew how transformative rewriting a personal 
narrative could be. It was the easiest way to show up in the world to help others because at the heart 
of  it, humans are hardwired for storytelling. 
 We learn best by hearing the experiences of  others who have come before us. We also grow 
listening to those who we are travelling side-by-side with. Storytelling connects us with others to form a 
shared experience and at its purest, does not demand the surrender or subjugation of  our own stories, 
because we are all equals around the archetypal campfire. Storytelling brings meaning and relevance 
to our realities, to our highs and lows. It is the language of  both light and shadow, of  devastation and 
celebration. Storytelling is most profound and pervasive when something beyond our sphere of  knowing 
is told with heart. This is when storytelling becomes captivating. That energy has a darker side though; 
it can also hold us captive when it is our own story, catching us in repeating patterns and cycles of  
behaviour that makes us scream, makes us weep or simply deamnds that we give up.  
 “Why does this keep happening to me?” I wrote over and over in a journal in 2017. For all  
that my awakening had thrown me open in unexpected and powerful new ways, and for all the wisdom I 
was devouring and the change I was experiencing, the circumstances around one particular relationship 
resisted transmutation to something better. I threw everything at it and yet the same disempowering 
cycle continued. Eventually clarity came when I was able to see the role the emotion deep at the heart 
of  the story was playing. Addressing that previously unacknowledged emotional foundation of  despair 
allowed the story (and the circumstances) to finally shift, so I wasn't recreating despair over and over 
again. A new-found liberation followed, and my understanding of  the mechanics of  narrative matured.

2020 brought two new things into my world; the result is this workbook and the companion journal. 
This year, I studied counselling for the first time, as part of  my psychology degree. With it came an 
introduction to narrative therapy. The earliest permutations of  The Re-Authored Life harken back to 
August, with theory bouncing off  tarot, but it took several months for this to form up as it appears here. 
Thank you to Christina and Carolyn who both held space for me to talk through the bones of  what was 
wanting to be birthed, helping me through their insights, to better understand the shape and flow of  
what I was trying to create. The second part was an expanding appreciation of  the power of  the words 
we wrap around our experiences, our hopes, dreams and fears, and the need to be truly conscious of  
those words. For me, putting the word "trauma" around my experiences supporting my son within the 
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industrial education paradigm opened the possibility of  healing after 13 years. Claiming the title of  "word 
witch", to explain how I turn up in the world, was also born of  it. 
 Out of  this long evolution, out of  this long convoluted but ecstatically transformative relationship 
with narrative, the art of  storytelling and tarot, The Re-Authored Life is born. It combines for the first 
time the magick of  elemental language with narrative shifting. It is presented as an invitation into five 
cycles of  re-writing within each of  the four elements. It is my hope this offers the greatest of  flexibility, 
so you can meet your desire to re-write a story at your own pace and within the element best suited to 
serve the narrative shift. It joins the beauty and grace of  the old Lyrical Songbook, revised and updated 
to reflect my evolution, expanding last year's yearly journal to a comprehensive two-part workbook/
cartomancy workbook and journal of  around 400 pages.

The Elemental Witches
In 2017, my Fire Witch "K" first appeared in meditation as the midwife gifted to me by The Universe 
to assist with my next round of  deep healing (or what we've affectionately came to call "levelling up" 
because who doesn't love mashing up spiritual growth with a little gaming lingo?). Over the course of  
the next 12 months, three more elemental witches arrived: Margaret, my ancestral Earth Witch; Lisette, 
my 11th century murderess self  as Air Witch and lastly Nayyirah, my (cosmic) Water Witch, who is older 
than time itself. These four became my circle of  wise women. Through them I have come to appreciate 
the power and magick of  the elements. I haven't specifically sat and worked "fire magick" or "air magick" 
(though I do love a good candle ritual or cleansing dark moon blaze), instead I have sat in deep 
conversation with these facets of  myself  in meditation and allowed their perspective to guide me into 
previously hidden places. With their guidance and wisdom, I have been able to enter into increasingly 
difficult areas of  shadow work.
 Sometimes I know who to call on. Other times I sit and share what my problem is and call in who 
is best qualified to help. Lisette is brilliant for a little ruthlessness, when doubt undermines me. She's 
also a great business mentor. "K" is all about power, leadership and the masterful wielding of  magick. 
Margaret is practical and her no-nonsense approach always brings me back down to earth (literally!) 
Nayyriah and I have the newest of  relationship and it is through her, I have braved exploring the depths 
of  my emotions and how they heave and (if  I'm luckier) ripple across time and lives.
 I invite you to explore your elemental facets and aspects (especially those you feel least 
comfortable in) and be open to however they come to you. It may not be as Witch-Selves but I expect 
they will be no less powerful in how they arrive to know you better. Simply call in one of  the elements and 
surrender into what that energy is excited to share with you.

The Elements
These are the elemental associations I've come up with as a starting point, especially for those who are 
new. I invite you to develop your own elemental vocabulary and imbue it with your own meaning. 
 Fire speaks to desire, passion, energy, propulsion, creativity, excitement, action and 
expansion. When scattered or overwhelmed, fire energy returns to equilibrium via centering. In tarot, 
the element of  fire is associated with the suit of  wands.
 Air speaks to thoughts, the mental space, information, logic and rationale, understanding, 
curiosity and self-expression. When scattered or overwhelmed, air energy returns to equilibrium via 
focus.  In tarot, the element of  air is associated with the suit of  swords.
 Earth speaks to the body, the physical space, structure, practicality, growth, work, grounding, 
nourishment and patience. When scattered or overwhelmed, earth energy returns to equilibrium via 
grounding. In tarot, the element of  earth is associated with the suit of  pentacles.
 Water speaks to emotions, the heart, relationships, receptivity, flow, connection, imagination, 
magick and spiritual spaces. When scattered or overwhelmed, water energy returns via clarity. In tarot, 
the element of  water is associated with the suit of  cups.

How To Use This Book
The spreads here follow a pattern: overview, breaking down the old story, the void, calling in the new 
story then anchoring and integrating the new story. The book begins with Fire, but this does not have 
to be where you begin. You may want to start your exploration of  and experimentation with this work in 
a different element. Know there is no single “right” or “correct” way to use these spreads, there is only 
what feels right and works for you. Flip through, experience the languaging around the elements, feel 
into where alignment or resonance is and follow that. I have always tried to design tarot resources which 
can be hacked by the individual to suit where they are and what they need, providing enough structure 
but also enough space to support this. Because, whether you believe it or not, you are the expert of  
your life and you are also the Wise Woman (or Man) of  your experience. You now what best supports 
you. Turn inward and trust yourself. 
 You may want to do a cycle over a four week period, doing the main and beginning spreads 
in the first week, and the subsequent three spreads over the next three weeks to work across a lunar, 
solar or calendar month. You may want to spend one week on one spread, three on another, a few days 
on the next, so on and so forth. Alternatively, you may want to work through one cycle across a season. 



Again, there is no right or wrong way to do it, only what best supports you. In 2021, you may only want 
to work in the element of  Air, and in doing so, repeat the Air cycle multiple times over the course of  the 
year. You may want to work with the same story, peeling multiple layers back over the course of  a year, 
working through each of  the elements. Alternatively you may want to work different stories with different 
elements. This is your journey and you get to decide how it unfolds for you.
 Each elemental cycle is broken down into five smaller interrelated cycles. Parts of  first spread 
are separated out and expanded bit-by-bit in the next four spreads giving the work anchors in both the 
past and the future as you work through it in the present. Like life, everything builds on and deepens 
the work preceding. In trialling the spreads, I used a combination of  tarot and oracle cards, using an 
oracle deck in card ‘C’ in the main spread—the Heart of  the Void position. You may want to just work 
with oracle cards or just with tarot. Or use one deck for the main spread and a different deck(s) for the 
expansion work. Some spreads may lend themselves to just tarot and others to oracle. Mix and match 
at will.
 The delineated positions in the spreads which are thinner and not marked, these refer to 
where the spreads intersect with your own experiences. The Void spreads are a perfect example of  this, 
where there is only one card in the spread and branching from it are five blank spaces; these refer to 
your own experiences of  visitation, and how they unfold for you. These are not intended for cards. They 
may end up being slips of  paper specially cut, or springs of  flowers, leaves, poetry, whatever appears to 
form up the five spokes and the experience each one represents.
 Lastly, each spread is concluded with journaling space for a supportive ritual (The Void 
spreads have space for two rituals!). I have not specified what that ritual might be, as everyone has 
their own preference (like me who quite likes to burn things). Some of  my favourite generic rituals 
involve candles, salt baths, writing affirmations, burning lists, meditation on a specific question, talking 
with my elemental witches, working with the allies attached to the shamanic work I’ve been doing this 
year with Kate Wildrick, pulling cards on the dark moon and automatic/free writing. I also love sitting 
in circle and listening to the experiences of  others. You likely know a dozen different rituals. If  you can 
create a ritual congruent with the element (or know of  one) that’s fabulous. If  you can also time it with a 
supportive lunar cycle or astrological alignment, even better. However, intent, openness and willingness 
to be present to do the work, will always supersede any physical tools you use or the astrological energy. 
Anything external to you, can never be a substitute for your full presence, dedicated focus, willing heart 
and authentic intent. You are the seed, the drop, the spark and breath of  this work, first and foremost, 
and always.
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 �lemental  �ire  

Card A  One Side of  the Old Story

Card B   The Other Side of  the Old Story 

Card C The Heart of  the Void

Card D First Core Value of  the New Story

Card E  Second Core Value of  the New Story

Card F The Mundane Pillar of  the New Story

Card F The Magick Pillar of  the New Story

THE STORY I AM RE-AUTHORING IS

first thoughts or reactions   
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��ifting �shes�   
Cycle 1

first thoughts or reactions   

Card 1       The Old Story/The Old "I am"
Cards A&B   Two Sides of  the Old Story

Card 2        The Emotional Core of  the Old Story
Card 3       Origins of  the Old Story
Card 4       The Unconscious Energy of  the Old Story
Card 5       Current Pay Off  for Staying in the Old Story
Card 6       What Needs to be Cut Loose

Dates:

Decks:
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Card 1  The Old Story framed as an 'I am...'

The Old Story, digging deeper beneath, what is there? Make space for forgotten or hidden memories, 
including any which you cannot logically fit into a timeline. Also notice how the old story surfaces in 
your current life, trying to sell you on its necessity.

Card A   The First Side of  the Old Story

Card B  The Other Side of  the Old Story

Card 2   The Emotional Core of  the Old Story
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Card 3  The Origins of  the Old Story (childhood wounding, past relationships, past lives)

Card 4   The Unconscious Energy fuelling the Old Story

Card 5  What is the current pay off  for staying in the Old Story?

Card 6   What needs to be cleared to be free of  the Old Story?
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Sometimes, you have to give over, surrender, and be the conduit for what wants to flow through you. 
Even after all these years, I am surprised at what happens when I get out of  my own way.
 In August, I said The 2020 Lyrical Songbook would be the last one I'd produce. I had received 
clear guidance that I was to downsize on everything. "These Two Hands" became my mantra and at the 
time that meant uni  in one hand and the care and consideration of  my health in the other hand. When 
uni finished in November, everything else that had been patiently biding its time came at me like group of  
attention-deprived wee ones. First came the release of  "Shades of  Paradox" and the public claiming of  
myself  as a 'word witch'. Next came "The Re-Authored Life"; a process for rewriting personal narratives 
inspired by a cross-pollination of  Narrative Theory and tarot, presented in elemental language. Then 
I was gently pushed to reconvene the yearly journal work founded in late 2017, published as monthly 
resource in 2018 & 2019, then as a yearly book in 2020. I was reminded listening to the Astrology 
Podcast earlier today, revolution is just about change and upheaval. It also refers to the cyclic and 
circular motion of  things. So here I am, commited in new year, and new era, to producing a monthly tarot 
journal again.
 For those new to my work, this journal contains more material than one person can probably 
sustainably get through in a month. It is presented as such because different people are drawn to 
different timings and time frames and frameworks to do their work in. Pick what resonates with you. For 
me, I have drawn cards at the start of  the month, dark moon cards and done the end of  month review 
across 36 consecutive months. I also use the solstice, equinox and mercury retrograde spreads when 
those periods roll around. At various different points I've done weekly cards, new and full moon cards, 
plus other custom spreads I've created. I've no idea what 2021 will look like for me yet.
 My intent in creating tarot spreads has always been to provide a space for insight that doesn't 
rely on over-explaining things on my part. I encourage people to hack my work. To use it as a launch 
point for something out. It is focused on asking questions which probably lead (like the best kinds of  
science and magick do) to even more questions. The same spread is likely to unfold vastly different for 
two different people and that's what I like about this work, how people make it their own.

 For this newest incarnation of  the journal, I am excited about two things. The first is space to 
keep track of  ritual work. This features prominantly in the workbook, for those using that, and appears 
here in the weekly pages and also attached to the solar month. Solar months are now given over to 
dedicated narrative therapy work. Narrative work posits that people and their problems are separate 
from each other: ie. we are not out problems. The same goes for our stories. We are not our stories, but 
we are undeniably shaped by them. It uses lots of  externalising exercises to explore narratives from a 
different perspective. 
 The solar spreads are now a series of  questions grouped around four card placements that 
invite you into an externalised conversation with one of  four self  concepts paired to an element: belief  
(air), love (water), respect (fire) and discipline (earth). In January, for the month of  Aquarius (p.13), you 
are invited into a dialogue with the fixed nature of  self-belief. This is achieved by creating a personnae 
for self-belief  and asking it questions. You may do this as a conscious journalling exercise. You can do 
it via automatic writing. You may do it in meditation or as part of  an art practice or speaking into the 
recording app of  your phone. Or work with whatever process and space that feels right for you. There 
is no right or wrong way to do it. And it is completely okay to also skip this part of  the journal. If  you do 
venture in, initially, it can feel weird or strange to enter into a dialogue with a concept. Sometimes it can 
help to conceptualise it in archetypal terms. Or as a dedicated frequency of  energy. Or personify it. Some 
of  my most powerful insights have happened when I've given a voice to these kinds of  abstractions.
 I look forward to sharing this space with you across 2021, re-authoring our core narratives to 
bring us into closer alignment with what matters to us, the planet and the collective as we collaboratively 
reshape the future.
 With love and deep gratitude,
 
 �odi 
PS: It is worth noting that the astrology of  January forms a bridge between 2020 and 2021, so if  
January doesn't feel like it is full of  the vim and possibility of  a new year, or feels a little like an engine 
with a misfire, use January to plan, plot, excavate, shed and finish off  anything you didn't quite get to 
by December 31st, and aim to hit the ground running in February as an impressive line-up of  planets 
assemble in Aquarius, including the newly ingressed Saturn and Jupiter. The new moon on the 12th of  
February is the start of  the Chinese New Year and The Year of  The White Ox.
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1 friday
  

2 saturday 3 sunday

4 monday 5 tuesday 6 wednesday 7 thursday
Mars (Taurus)

8 Mercury (Aquarius) 9 Venus (Capricorn) 10

11 12 13 New Moon
B 3:00pm
  23° j

14 15 16 17  

18 
  

19 Sun 20 (Aquarius)
A 6:33am

21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 Full Moon
B 5:21am 
  9° e

30 31 Mercury Rx
     1:51am

�anuary
New Moon  
Wednesday 13th 3:00pm at (23° Capricorn)
Full Moon (Eclipse)  
Friday 29th 5:16am at (9° Leo)
Sun into Aquarius   
Wednesday 20th 6:3am

Mars in Taurus

Thursday 7th (after 6 months in Aries)
Venus into Capricorn
Saturday 9th

Mercury into Aquarius
Friday 8th but slows to go retrograde on the 31st
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 �anuary  

Theme or Focus

Medicine Blessings

January's  Narrative Shift
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 monthly energetic forecast  projects & ideas 

narrative shift
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Spread Date:

Decks:

beginnings ~ foundations ~ connections

6
48

5

7

9

3 2

1

10 11

Card 1 What new idea am I called to build a foundation for this month?
Card 2   What new relationship am I called to build a foundation for this month?
Card 3 What new habit or practice am I called to build a foundation for this month?

Card 4 What door does beauty open for me? 
Card 5 How do I dance on that ridgeline across the year?
Card 6 What door does joy open for me? 
Card 7 How can it help me navigate the year ahead?
Card 8 What door opens for my creativity/business this year?
Card 9 Who can I call in to support this necessary play and work?

Card 10 What defines the re-authoring of  my story at the start of  the month.
Card 11 What defines the re-authoring of  my story at the end of  the month.
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BEGINNINGS  - FOUNDATIONS  -CONNECTIONS

Card 4 What door does beauty open for me?

Card 5 How do I dance on that ridgeline across the year?

Card 6 What door does joy open for me? 

Card 1 What new idea am I called to build a foundation for this month?

Card 2    What new relationship am I called to build a foundation for this month?

Card 3 What new habit or practice am I called to build a foundation for this month?
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Card 10  What defines the re-authoring of  my story at the start of  the month.

Card 11 What defines the re-authoring of  my story at the end of  the month.

Additional Notes:

Card 7 How can it help me navigate the year ahead?

Card 8 What door opens for my creativity/business this year?

Card 9 Who can I call in to support this necessary play and work?

BEGINNINGS  - FOUNDATIONS - CONNECTIONS
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 endings and beginnings  what no longer serves me

 physical acts of clearing

dark moon retrospective
(Mid Afternoon) Monday 11th - Wednesday 13th January
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What door got me here? What door is closing? What door is opening?

dark moon spread
JANUARY
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6

4

1

3
2

75

Card 1   The guiding theme/message of  this transit

Card 2   An intuitive decoding of  this message

Card 3    A rational decoding of  this message

Card 4   To review

Card 5   To revisit

Card 6   To remove

Card 7   To reinvent

�ercury � x

Spread Date:

Decks:Sunday 31st January - Sunday 21st February
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CARD 1 The guiding theme/message of  this transit.

CARD 2  An intuitive decoding of  this message.

CARD 3   A rational decoding of  this message.
 

CARD 4 To Review.
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CARD 5 To Revisit.

CARD 6 To Remove.

CARD 5 To Reinvent.

INSPIRED ACTION
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 What will help me this week?
 gratitudes  & good things 

 random acts of wisdom

weekly ritual

Monday 28th - Sunday 3rd January
December
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 What will help me this week?  gratitudes  & good things 

 random acts of wisdom

weekly ritual

Monday 4th - Sunday 10th
�anuary
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 What will help me this week?  gratitudes  & good things 

 random acts of wisdom

weekly ritual

Monday 11th - Sunday 17th
�anuary
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 What will help me this week?  gratitudes  & good things 

 random acts of wisdom

weekly ritual

Monday 18th - Sunday 24th
�anuary
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 What will help me this week?
 gratitudes  & good things 

 random acts of wisdom

weekly ritual

Monday 25th - Sunday 31st
�anuary
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 cartomancy thoughts  projects & ideas
END OF M

ONTH
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 physical health & wellnessnarrative shift
END OF M

ONTH
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 emotional health & wellness  mental health & wellness
END OF M

ONTH
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 creativity & self-expression
END OF M

ONTH

wealth, abundance & prosperity
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END OF M

ONTH

magick & ritual spiritual health & wellness


